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WHERE the mind is without fear

and the head is held high,

Where knowledge is free,

Where the world has not broken. up

into fragments by narrow domestic walls,

Where words come out from the depth of truth.

Where -tireless striving stretches

its arms towards perfection,

Where the clear stream of reason has not

lost its way into the dreary desert of dead habit,

Where the mind is led forward by Thee

into ever-widening thought and action,

Into that heaven of freedom, my Father,

let my country awake.

LET the earth and water and the fruits

Of my country be sweet, God.

Let the homes and marts, the forests and fields

Of my country be full, my God.

Let the promises and hopes, the deeds and words

Of my country be true, my God.

Let the lives and hearts of the sons and daughters

Of my country be one, my God.

-Rabindra Nath Tagore.



He presided at the Annual

Prize distribution on 13th

March, 1954.

SHRI A]IT PRASAD JAIN
(Minister for Rehabi litation)

8I-IRI HUMAYUN KABIR
Chairman, Board of Administration,

Deshbandhu College.
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This is the second issue of the
Desh, and it is rather important in
some ways. It is coming out at a
time when »re have behind us a sub
stantial slice of College life. The
College has already sent its first
batch of Preparatory students to the
University examination and it is a
pleasure to record that the 'score'
was quite good in the "first innings" .
This year the first graduates will
have been turned out of the college
portals. In another year some of us
will perhaps gather here as old
students.

To a visitor turning up to have
a second glance at the College since
he saw it last on the Foundation Day
much will appear pleasing. From
a forlorn Ashram perched in the black
and dreary soil, the College is em
erging into a colourful and busy
place. 'We remember how ill the
first months we felt shy in telling the
exact number of students to the
eager enquirers. "The number was
a modest one -less than a hundred.
Speakers and guests to the College

were invited with a certain amount
of trepidation lest they should feel
disheartened by the small audience
we could provide. But the College
managed to sustain some warmth by
keeping up increasing activities, all
of which have come to stay as
healthy traditions. The number of
students has almost trebled this
session, and there is a stir of life
all around. The number of library
books-all new ones, to be sure-has
greatly swollen, and is about 2200
at present. While 75°~ of them re
late to the various subjects which are
taught in the college, 25% are books
of a general nature which students
of all subjects may read with profit.

The general condition of the
Kalkaji Township in which the
college is located-whether perma
nently or temporarily, we do not
know-has also improved during the
last one year and a half. In the
middle of 1952, there were not many
people living in this area; to-day
practically all the houses are more
than full, and more houses are being



built to accommoqate tho usands who
are still without any accommodation.
The scarcity of water is already a
thing of the past. Electricity too is
on its way. Already electric posts
have been set up and electric wires
are being fixed all around. We do
hope that from the beginning of the
next session the college will have
electric lights and fans. Lights will
make it possible to have some of our
extra.. curricular activities, dramas
in particular, after night-fall; and
fans will give the students and
teachers much - needed relief in the
sultry summer months. Transport
to and from Kalkaji has also improv
ed to some extent, and it is no longer
necessary to wait for hours and hours
to be able to catch a bus. There is
hardly any doubt that the material
setting of the college has improved
and will improve further.

We wish we would say the same
thing about our intellectual output
also. But can we realIv ? The
question of results in the University
Examination need not be raised in
this connection. As stated already,
the first batch of students who ap
peared in the last Preparatory Exa
mination did better than the most
optimistic teacher in the College an
ticipated. But what about our extra
curricular activities? Our debates
are not usually of any high standard,
and they are few and far between.
Our College magazine languishes for
want of good articles. We wanted
to bring out two issues this year;
we find it difficult to bring out even
one for lack of printable material.
It is worthwhile remembering that
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the College magazine is the student's
magazine ; and although a few articles
from the teachers are always wel
come, the magazine should in the
main reflect the thoughts and hopes
and literary talents of the students.
The teachers are there to guide us,
not to usurp our place.

It is perhaps because of this lack
of intellectual fire in us that W~ em
phasise merriment a little too much
in our extra-curricular activities.
Merriment has of course an import
ant place in the scheme of life, but
in an educational institution you
must strike a balance between laugh
ter and thoughtfulness, between the
lighter and somber sides of life.

Here we would respectfully draw
the attention of the authorities to a
point which in our opinion is worth
attention. This College caters for
the Prep. and B.A. Pass students.
There is neither any B.Sc. nor any
B.A. Honours class. This, we feel,
is a handicap in the way of raising
the general intellectual level of the
students. If we had B.Sc and B .i\.
Honours classes in a few Arts subjects,
the best of our Prep students would
not have migrated to other colleges
in the University campus soon after
passing Prep Examination. We
know most of them left most reluc
tantly, for it is no pleasure for them
to travel almost daily a distance of
about thirty miles. They left because
they could not afford to sacrifice
their career to comfort. We wish
them all success in the new institutions
which they have joined. But it is
worthwhile considering whether this



College cannot do something to re
tain its best Prep. students by pro
viding facilities for instruction in the
B Sc. and some of B. A Honours
subjects. That their continuance
will tend to raise the general intellec
tual level of the College, no O~1e with
any experience of e.l ucational affairs
will deny. An average Pass student
in a college, which provides instruc
tion to Honours students also, is in
tellectually better equipped than his
counter-part in a mere pass college.
W e learn as much from our dis
cussions and debates and informal
friendly contacts as from our class
rooms. To impart a better intellec
tual tone to this college and provide
ampler facilities for higher education
to boys and girls of the new town
ships, it is imperatively necessary
that Honours and B Sc. classes should
be added to what we have in near
future. This we know will mean a
further amendment of the Delhi
University Act. But Acts are made
to facilitate social progress, not to
retard it. There should, therefore,
be no hesitation in amending the
present Act, if by such amendment
further progress in education can be
achieved.

W e know that this is a big
question and its solution depends
upon the policy of the Delhi Uni
versity and the policy of our Board
of Administration. It would also
add to the expenditure of the College.
We are, however, sure that a major
portion of the increased cost will be
met by larger admissions. We hope
that in the interest of the college arid
that of the increasing population in

this part of New Delhi, the Board of
Admintstration will takethe necessary
steps to add B. A. Honours, B. Sc.
(Pass Course) and the Pre-Engineer
ing Classes to the College. We have
no doubt that with the addition of
these courses the college will begin
to flourish immediately, otherwise it
is never likely to have enough
numbers and the object for which it
has been founded will be defeated.

The number of students at pre
sent in the Preparatory Class is 151
and that in the B.A. 34 The Prepara
tory Class cannot in a short period
of 9 month's stay in the college,
be expected fully to contribute
their share in estahlisbing last
ing traditions or cultivating that
patriotic intimacy with the college
which should be the joy and the
pride of its students. The future of
the Preparatory Class is, in any case,
uncertain. It is the Degree class
that forms the backbone of a Delhi
University College. We, at present,
cater only to the B....A.. Pass Course
and the number in this class will,
continue to be very small unless we
can offer B.A. Honours as well as
B.Sc. (Pass Course.)

To revert to our extra-curricu
lar activities we may refer here to a
note of criticism which has become
apparant of late. To he more pre
cise, last year the President had
hardly any occasion to face points of
order or points of information. This
year, however, a considerable part of
the time of the house was taken up by
questions and answers, This in a
way is a healthy sign for it shows a
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new awakenining among the students
of the College. But if we carry this
questioning or critical spirit too far,
it might become impossible for either
the President or the Secretary to get
through the programme of extra
curricular activities.

There is another little matter in
which we suppose we ourselves can
set things right. There has for
sometimes past, been a feeling among
a number of students that all is not
right with the college canteen. The
fare provided is not as good or as
various as it might be and the prices
charged are, comparatively higher,
otherwise quite a number of our
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students would not avoid the college
canteen in preference to the stalls
outside. W e hear that the unsatis
factory state of affairs in the canteen
has been brought to the personal
notice of the Principal. We know
how keen our Principal is on having
everything tip-top in the college. We
have no hesitation in emphasizing
the need for early improvement

in the canteen. W e hear that the
matter is under the active considera
tion of the Principal. We have,
therefore, little doubt that steps will
soon be taken to see that the canteen
provides better food at more
reasonable rates.



PRINCIPAL BARISH CHANDRA
Reading the Annual Report.

Raj Popli
Receiving prize.

Surrinder
Receiving Prize.



THE PROBLEM OF UNEMPLOYMENT
( S.M. JHANGIANI, M.A. )

The problem of unemployment
has become a burning topic of the
day. The ever-growing unemploy
ment particularly of the educated
class has roused the attention of all
political parties, inter - alia the
Congress and the Congress Govern
ment which discussed the problem
in full both inside and outside the
Parliament. The extent to which
unemployment exists has not yet
been ascertained and prima facie can
never be ascertained in the near
future in the absence of relevant data
or statistics. The figures furnished
by the Ell1ployment Exchanges in the
country cannot be taken as the
correct index of the situation in as
much as they show only a section
of the vast unemployed population
i.e. the educated and the skilled class.
.And yet there might be a large
number of educated as well as skilled
persons who might not be registered
with the Employment Exchanges,
leaving aside the multitude of rural
population.

Let us now examine the pro
blem - the three R's of unemployment
u.e. the Reasons, the Results and the
Remedies. It is proper to diagnose
a disease in tke first instance rather
than to proceed carelessly to cure it
on presumptions and assumptions.

As pointed out by the Planning
Commission, the problem is not
merely one of growing unemploy
ment but also of chronic under-em-

ployment, and any remedial measures
adopted by the Government will have
to take both these factors into con
sideration. Prof. D.R. Gadgil, speak
ing at the Delhi School of Economics,
said that it would be more correct
to term underemployment or dis
guised employment as disguised un
employment or disguised under-em
ployment. According to him,
technological progress in industries
and institutions has been affecting
employment.

Tracing the causes of unemploy
ment, the Reserve Bank of India
Bulletin for July 195:3 suggests that
"it is largely a consequence of the
break in world prices, the deteriora
tion in terms of trade, and the effect
of these on domestic incomes". It
also suggests that revival in world
prices or, alternatively, increases in
the rate of domestic investment
should correct the adverse trends.

There are innumerable reasons
for growing unemployment, particu
larly in the recent past. Apparently
a tremendous increase in our popula
tion every year is one of the most
important factors. The census
figures of 1951 (356.89 millions in
cluding Jammu and Kashmir," 4.37m)
show a population increase of 42.06
millions over the figures of 1941.
This alarming growth of population,
if it is not checked in time, may
cause a havoc in India in the coming
20 years. The International Labour
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Organisation report entitled "Mea
sures for Protection ofYoung Workers
in Asian Countries" warns that Asia
is in danger of wasting its "most pre
cious resource" unless steps are taken
immediately to increase facilities for
training and protection of children
and young persons. The report
cites population trends indicating that
seven Asian countries will have a
total population of 720m persons
by 1970-a rise of 150n1 inhabitants,
or more than 250/0. The report
found that "although significant pro
gress has been made by many of
these countries in economic develop
ment, this seems not to be sufficient
owing to various obstacles to create
employment opportunities required
to meet the needs of the ever-increas
ing population".

Our system of education is much
to be blamed, particularly for enor
mous increase ill unemployment of
the educated class. Thousands of
Matriculates and Arts graduates are
turned out by our Universities every
year to fill clerical cadre posts in the
Government and private offices.
Technical or vocational training lags
behind the needs of the country. The
so called 'oven fresh' graduates are
good for nothing excepting for low
paid jobs, for which there has of late
been strong competition so that the
ratio of posts to persons in some
cases comes to 1 : 1000.. Some Uni
versities allow candidates to appear
privately to the detriment of
their educational standards. The
dignity of manual labour is not em
phasized in our Universities which
impart bookish knowledge. Our
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educational system, therefore, needs
reorientation. Dr. G. S. Mahajani,
Vice-Chancellor of the Delhi Univer
sity, has suggested the formation
of a tripartite committee of high
ranking educationists, administrators
and industrialists to make concrete
recommendations for modification
in the present system of education
and also for tackling the prob'em of
the educated unemployed. He de
precates the directive of the Planning
Commission to the State Governments
to restrict admission to Universities
as that will merely reduce the num
ber of the unemployed.

The results of unemployment
are not far to seek. In the words of
Prof. S.N. Aggarwal, "the question
of providing employment to the edu
cated youngmen of the country is
assuming threatening proportion'S.
On the one hand, the State Goverl1.
ments as well as the Union Govern
ment are trying to expand education
al facilities both in urban and
rural areas : on the other, our schools
and colleges of the existing pattern
are directly swelling the ranks of the
educated unemployed in India. These
unemployed youth are a potential
danger to the functioning of demo
cracj in the country ; they threaten
the very foundations of our socio ..
economic structure and political
stability. Both in rural and urban
areas, therefore, the spectre of unem
ployment haunts our newly-won free
dom with threats of violent upheavals.
It is not Communism that is our real
enemy ; it is only a symptom of a
chronic disease - the malady of
hunger and poverty. OUf enemy



No.1 is the ever-yawning gulf of
unemployment and underemployment
in the country".

A number of plans - short
term and long term -have been
suggested by various political parties,
labour and commerce organisations
and distinguished economists to fight
unemployment. But strong measures
cannot be adopted until and unless
we know where we stand. Without
knowing the temperature of the sick,
no good doctor will recommend a
strong dose of medicine. Likewise,
we ought to know the extent to
which the unemployment exists and
to that end data must be collected
as to the number of unemployed,
class of unemployed i.e. educated,
skilled, agriculturists etc., the num
ber of dependants on each and so on.
The compulsory registration of the
unemployed may be resorted to, if
felt practicable and necessary.

"Prevention is 1Jetter than cure" ,
and so further retrenchment in all
sectors - public, state and industries
etc. - should be legally prohibited.
In cases of unavoidable retrench
merit, a reasonable amount of com
pensation should be paid to the
workers so displaced.

Reorientation of our education
with a technical and vocational bias
has been recommended as the only
panacea for unemployment. As
majority of India's population
depends on Agriculture as the only
source of living, agricultural bias in
our educational system is regarded
as a step in the right direction.

Restrictions should be imposed
on the import of articles which can
easily be manufactured or are
produced in India. This will subsidize
our own industries as well as solve
our unemployment problem to a
certain extent in as much as such
industries will get an indirect help to
expand and thus create facilities for
more employment.

To give them practical know
ledge and experience, raw graduates
should be taken into industrial.
establishments, factories etc., as
probationers. A waiting list should be
maintained and trained persons
should be given preference at the
time of recruitment. This will also
add to the efficient and smooth runn
ing of establishments.

The working hours should be
reduced throughout as a temporary
measure. This will not only create
fresh employment opportunities, but
will in.directly add to the efficiency
of the worker. He will be able to
get leave so far refused to him or
e-yen otherwise recoup his health and
VIgour.

Compulsory retirement after the
prescribed age cannot be overruled
as a remedy for reduction of unem
ployment. The argument to grant
extension ofservice to certain Govern
ment servants in the interest of
efficiency cannot be maintained under
the present circumstances. The re
tirement of high officials, who are
drawing the maximum of pay, will
facilitate employment of more per
sons. To maintain the high stand-
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ard of efficiency suitable persons
should be attached to officers, due
for retirement, to enable them to
grasp the work.

Lastly, irrigational works should be
started forthwith to provide work for
the workers simultaneously with the
planning for the future. The projects
hitherto held in abeyance should
immediately be restarted. Special
unemployment loans should be
floated for this and similar purposes.
Loans should be advanced for the
development of cottage and small-
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scale industries like toys, plastic and
wood works. This will solve the
problem of rural unemployment
which is seasonal in character.
Official propaganda and patronage for
the use of home - made products
should go a long way to reduce
unemployment.

It is hoped that our Government
in co-operation with the public and
various political and economic
organisations will find a permanent
solution of this gigantic problem.



THE JOYS AND PERILS OF MOUNTAINEERING

The happiest man in this event
ful wolrd is one who can feel that he
has achieved something, considered
by common people as beyond achieve
ment. Reaching the top of Mt,
Everest was considered until recent
ly an impossibility. It was made a
possibility by the untiring efforts of
the Col. Hunt's expedition, in parti
cular by Edmond Hillary and 'Tiger'
Sherpa Tenzing. Tenzing spoke the
truth when asked how he felt at the
top of the Everest, he said that he was
the happiest man on earth. The high
est degree of happiness is obtained
when a long sustained effort and con
centrated devotion directed to achieve
something succeeds. Nowhere do
we find this complete happiness more
t~an i? the daring persuit of mount
ameermg.

T a be a mountaineer one should
be capable of constant physical and
mental effort called for when a man
is above 20000 feet. He has not only
to face the cold weather, snow, bliz
zards, crevices etc., but also to avoid
falling a prey to the inevitable
longing for relaxation. This tenden
cy to laziness should not effect him.
He should be dependable in all even
tualities and be full of courage and
daring. He must not be selfish and
must learn to act in co-operation with
others, for the team spirit is essential
to success in mountaineering, Above
all, he should have a strong desire to
achieve the heights and to witness
the unique beauty of that land of
snow often called "the abode of the

gods", as it slowly folds itself before
him.

A feeling of exhilaration and joy
at having defied nature and come
nearer to the Divine is what he gets
as his reward. But he gets some
thing more in addition - he enjoys
the colourful sunrise and sunset over
the eternal snows.

Of the hazards facing him we
can form an idea if we remember
that in spite of man's immense cap
abilities, more than six out of every
ten attempts fail completely. A
mountaineer should, therefore, be
prepared to face and overcome dis
appointment. The Scottish expedi..
tion to the Himalayas, led by H.
Murray, failed to climb the so called
formidable peaks of Hanuman and
Rishi because of the bad conditions
of soft snow and the presence of a
rock wall rising abruptly to a thou
sand feet. We also know how the
party led by the French mountaineer,
Maurice Hurtzog, fared. The
expedition came, in the first instance,
for climbing Dhaula Giri. After a
month's futile reconnaissance they
found that the only climbable slopes
of the peak were beyond approach.
They then diverted their efforts to
Annapurna as an alternative trophy.
Here too they had to negotiate ice
falls and crevices. They found the
way to the top frequently disturbed
by avalanches. Time at their dis
posal was short and the final slope
too long. This attempt succeeded
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only at the expense ofHurtzag's limbs;
which were so badly frozen as to
necessitate amputation later on. The
expedition of Col. Hunt to conquer
Mt. Everest was the LOth attem.pt of
its kind. Only a few months earlier,
in the winter of 1952, six. picked
climbers of a strong Russian team,
while attempting to reach the Everest
up the northern slopes, mysteriously
disappeared, leaving no trace behind.
Their comrades made an extensive
search for them, but it was of no
avail. How and where they
disappeared will perhaps never be
known. Col. Hunt's expedition creat
ed a world-wide stir; its progress was
reported in the press from day to
day; and its success was hailed with
delight allover the world, But it
would not have succeeded if others
had not failed before it. Col. Hunt
and his colleagues carefully scrutiniz
ed th.e experience of the previous
expeditions, and avoided the pitfalls
which had rnarred their efforts.
Here is a typical example of the
famous saying: our failures are the
pillars of our success.

Mountaineering is a manifesta
tion of two of the basic urges of
man's nature - his urge for the UD.-
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known and his spmt of- adventure.
The Daily Mail of England has now
organized a new expedition to trace
the whereabouts of the Abominable
Snowman - a creature who is believ
ed to live in the Himalayas but
whose identity is not yet known to
science . A proposal has also been
mooted to organize an expedition for
the conquest of the Kanchanjhanga
- the second heighest peak in the
I-limalayas.

It is queer that we in India have
not yet played any large part in these
expeditions to the Himalayan peaks.
The Himalayas belong to us; they
are the source of our holiest rivers,
the abodes of our rishis and yogis,
the legendary home of some of our
gods and goddesses It is therefore
in the fitness of things that we should
shake off our lethargy and take to
mountaineering in. ever-increasing
numbers. The ,West Bengal Govern
ment has done a splendid thing by
establishing a School of Mountain
eering near Darjeeling with T enzing
as its Director. A school of this sort
is essential, for, apart from hardi
hood and bravery, mountaineering
requires a vast amount of technical
knowledge and skill.



Runni ig Broa 1 ]urrp-Gajraj Singh

Picnic at Okhla : Lunch

Gajraj Singh: the best Athlete
of the year



ALL INDIA MOSQUITO CONFERENCE

Awake! 0 dreamy mosquitoes Awake!
Shake off your sleep ! 0 dears! Shake!
Stir and be up and doing !
Unite and be clamouring!

Buzz, drone and sting !
Bite, bite and cling !

It's far better to die
Than to eat the humble pie !

I too went there on Saturday
morning and saw the mosquitoes
coming from all directions in large
numbers. I saw a good many mice
also, but they were sitting under
shady bushes in order to escape the
notice of the birds. The stage was
beautifully set with flower bouquets,
and there was arrangement for loud
speakers. The proceedings began
with an exquisite song sung bya
chramingshe-mosquito.

In 1947 I was working in the
C.I.D. at Coca Cola. On Saturday
evening a handsome mosquito was
announcing loudly by the beat of drum:
"To-morrow on Sunday at 8 A.M.
a Mosquito Conference is going to
be held at the T.B. Gf.unds where
our national hero Mr. Bhin Bhin
Khan Machhar and the Honourable
Ml. Hole Dweller will speak about
the present political situation. It is
the duty of all patriots to attend the
Conference and make it a success".
After the an.nouncement I noticed
great enthusiasm among the
mosquitoes; they were all talking
about the Conference.

* * *

We're multi-million strong
To finish us will take ages long !
Men live but to kill
Their own bellies to fill!
What need ew ?
Human blood a drop---e e
Awake! 0 dreamy mosquitoes! ./\wake!

Long have we listened to Ahimsa's
lore!

We will not be bamboozled any more!
By platitudes sweetened to the core!
We will march to Nehru's door!
Awake and shout :
Louder than the communists !
IIOur demand: human. blood" !
I 'White, black or red !
Any ! we do not dread !
Come friends ! let us muster strong ,
Come friends ! Do not tarry long" ! ·

In the meantime Mr. Bhin Bhin
Khan Machhar and Mr. Hole Dweller
arrived. Every body stood up in
their honour. After the opening
song Mr. Bhin Bhin Khan addressed
the conference. His speech is repro
duced below :

"Dear Comrades,

It is time now to gird up your
loins - The Government is going to
deny us our rights. We sacrificed
our lives for the sake of our country.
The skins of the white are still bleed
ing with our stings. We boldly
entered their mosquito nets and
injected them with malarial germs.
In the Second World War our mice
brethern, taking grave risks, deprived
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them of their food; while we
mosquitoes sucked their blood and
killed them with malaria. Ultimately
they thought it better to leave our
country.

Now when the country is free,
she has gone under the control of
Gandhi & Nehru. Where were they
when she was a slave? We do not
wish to rule over others but to secure
our just and legitimate rights. Now
when we raise our heads we are
suppressed. Day before yesterday
when our brethern from the Gandha
Nala went on strike against the new
suppressive kerosine oil, Phenyle and
D.D.T. bombs were thrown upon
them. 123 of our heroes were killed
and about 240 injured. In villages
where we had full sway uptil now, the

Go.vernment has started cleaning our
breeding places. In city areas we
are treated even worse. We cannot
bear this treatment any longer. We
shall have to stand united against this
undemocratic Government."

After this the Honourable Mr.
Hole Dweller bega~his speech. He
had hardly said "Dear Comrades"
when a big eagle came sweeping like
an arrow from the blue sky and in a
flash carried him away in his claws.
A great confusion followed and the
audience dispersed shouting, "Nehru
Government Tor Do," Hamara
Rights Chhor Do".

Narinder Singh Narula
Prep Science.

* * * * *

The Religion of Man

"He is a prince among men
Who has effaced his pride In the

company of the good.

He who deems himself as of the
lowly,

Shall be esteemed as the highest of
the high.

He who lowers his mind to the dust
of all men's feet,
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Sees the Name of God enshrined in
every heart.

He who bears no malice in his bosom
Will see a friend in every man.
The man of God will receive pain

and pleasure with equal thanks,
And will be unaffected by the good

or evil of others.' ,

Teja Singh, The Psalm of Peace



A NEW LIFE AT LAST!

It was dawn. The glory of the
moon was fading away. But for the
morning star all had vanished out of
sight. ~And nature wore the fresh
beauty of the new day. There was
a hush of silence all round, for, every
one was lying in rest and peace. Only
birds were stirring in their nests and
flapping their wings. The cock
crowed lustily with a full-throated
ease. The cuckoo poured its song
upon the morning breeze and the air
echoed with its sweet notes. A few
people had come out into the open
air to "begin the day's work and fewer
still had left their soft warm beds
and had come out for a morning
stroll.

At the increasing din of the day
Ashok woke up from slumber. He
lighted the candle on the stand near
his bed, thus driving out the darkness
from his small shabby hut. He saw
his beautiful wife, Indira, lying in
bed and by her side the little baby
Champa. Ho-w very charming it was
to glance at them! Indira's beauti
ful hair spread out on the pillow and
her face. Her rosy cheeks, half
covered with hair and their shadow
caused by the light of the candle,
looked exceedingly beautiful. Little
Champa, the innocent baby, was no
less beautiful than her mother.

Ashok moved to her bed in amaze
ment. He had never before witnessed
this sleeping beauty. Even if he had
come across such a scene, he never
had an eye for it. He could not

understand why he was attracted by
it now. But he did realize that he
was very fortunate in having got such
a beautiful wife. His looks then
moved over the innocent Champa.
iTh, what a lovely little girl! He
bent down to kiss her innocent face.
But immediately he changed his mind.
He realized it would disturb her
sleep.

Sadness was growing over his
face gradually. He knew that. as
soon as Champa got up, she would
ask for Ramesh, whom she had loved
so much. Ramesh and Champa were
great friends. Never could they live
without each other for more than a
few hours. The whole day they
played, laughed, roamed about, and
quarrelled. Buttheir quarrels were
never stable. Within an hour's time
of their quarrel one would apologize
to the other, and then forget all
about it. There was a big group of
children in the neighbourhood; and
Champa and' Ramesh were consider
ed to be their leaders. Nobody would
enjoy any play until Champa and
Ramesh would patronize their game.
Sometimes Champa and Ramesh
would pretend to be mummy
and daddy, and others would play
the roles of children and shopkeepers.
And thus they would go on playing
and playing until their real mummy
and daddy would call them. Some
times they would indulge in mis
chief-making, and again Champa and
Ramesh would become their leaders.
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But Ashok came to know of all
this very recently. He never knew
any thing beyond his music, not even
about the affairs of his own house.
It was Indira who managed every
thing. Ashok never cared to look
into the affairs of his house and all
the time remained busy with his
musical instruments and his world of
music. Indira' would request him
repeatedly to start some business or
find out some source of income, but
every time his reply was "Father has
left sufficient for all the three of us.
Let me enjoy music for the rest of
my life". Indira tried to persuade
him in every possible way, but he
never came round. He would always
turn a deaf ear to her pleadings and,
in fact, he never liked to hear any
thing from Indira. Before his marr
iage he had never seen Indira. He
hoped that his wife would also have
a passion for music and that after
marriage both would sit together and
sing and dance and play upon instru
ments. But his hopes were not ful
filled. Indira never loved music.
She never liked Ashok's ways, That
was the only reason why she could
'not win Ashok's love in spite of all
her beauty and her charming ways.

Ashok's love for music was
boundless. The whole day he would
pass in the company of his fellow
musicians. He would often go with
his companions to places of natural
beauty and have musical concerts.
When he pulled out his tabla and
started tapping it softly using his left
palm on the centre anel thumb of the
other hand on the edge, he produced
a warrn and ringing sound. For a
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little while he would hum a tune and
then suddenly start singing in a clear
and enchanting voice, and everyone
would look up in surprise and admi
ration. The soft melodies addressed
to hills and rivers would float over
the wind until all the chattering
groups nearby would grow still to
listen in thoughtful rapture.

Then suddenly it .would vanish
like the scintillating colours of a
soap-bubble when it bursts. Rapidly
the muttering groups would fill the
background of silence, which had for
a few seconds been almost agonizing.

Time passed. Lean days now
came over them. Nearly all the
property was sold off. Indira with
tears in her eyes would often ask
Ashok to arrange for some way of
earning money or start some business,
but he would not listen. One day
Indira asked him to give her his
instruments so that she could pay
back the debt of a neighbour who
was pressing hard. for it. Ashok was
stunned. He became angry and in a
fit of rage shouted, "Would you
snatch from me my dearest belong-.
ing in this world, my life, my spirit.
No, no ! I will never give you that."
Indira's hidden tears trickled down
her cheeks. Amidst sobs she said,
"My lord! suggest to me some other
way to save our honour, to save our
selves from the clutches of the law.
The landlord is going to file a suit
against us. The day. may not be far
off when we shall be on the pavements
of the town, li \ling like beggars."
"Why don't you dispose of your
ornaments?" Ashok questioned."



'They were sold long ago. In
fact, every thing except your musical
instruments has been sold. My
Lord ! give" me your instruments arid
save the family from disgrace. Save
the honour of your worthy ancestors,
whom people of the town respected
and still respect so much." And
she began to weep like a child.

At long last could Ashok see the
stark reality. But it was too late.
There was no other way to pay back
the loans. One night they arranged
secretly for transport and came away
with their few belongings to this new
place-away J far away from their

native town. Here they built, this
small shabby hut and started ~ving

a new life.

Ashok still enjoys his music, but
without his instruments. He works
hard to earn a living. Indira is con
tented. She too works hard to keep
Ashok in good humour. But little
Champa! she very often asks "Won't
we go back to Ramesh and Rupa,
Mummy?" And "mummy's business
is to try to divert her attention to the
new surroundings.

Basantlal Hariasra.
B.A. IIJ year.

* * * *

"Through our sense of truth we
realise law in creation, and through
our sense of beauty we realise
harmony in the universe. When we
recognise the law in nature we extend
our mastery over physical forces and
become powerful; when we recog
nise the law in our moral nature we
attain mastery over self and become
free. In like manner the more we
comprehend the harmony in the
physical world the more our life
shares the gladness of creation, and
our expression of beauty in art be
comes more truly catholic. As we
become conscious of the harmony in
our soul, our apprehension of the
blissfulness of the spirit of the world

becomes universal, and the express
ion of beauty in our life moves in
goodness and love towards the infi
nite. This is the ultimate object of
our existence, that we must ever
know that "beauty is truth, truth
beauty" ; we must realise the whole
world in [ove.-for love gives it birth,
sustains it, and takes it back to its
bosom. We must have that perfect
emancipation of heart which gives us
the power to stand at the innermost
centre of things and have the taste of
that fulness of disinterested joy
which belongs to Brahma."

Rabindra Nath Tagore, The
Realisation of beauty.
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GEMS OF THOUGHTS

"Weapons do 110t cleave this
self, fire does not burn him; waters
do not make him wet ; nor does the
wind make him dry.

He is uncleavable. He cannot
be burnt. He can be neither wetted
nor dried. He is eternal, all pervad
ing, unchanging and immovable.
He is the same for ever.

He is said to be unmanifest,
unthinkable and unchanging. There
fore, knowing him as such, thou
shouldst .not grieve." The Bhagvat
Gita tr. by S. Radhakrishnan.

* * *

"Our Father which art in heaven,
Hallowed be thy name.
Thy kingdom come.
Thy will be done
In earth, as it is in heaven.
Give us this day

OUf daily bread.
And forgive us our debts,
As we forgive our debtors.
And lead us not into temptation,
But deliver us from evil:

For thine is the kingdom,
And the power,
And the glory,
For ever. Amen,"

The Gospel according to
Matthew-the Sermon on the Mount
-tr. by E.S. Bates.

"It is better to live alone, there
is no companionship with a fool. Let
a man walk alone with few wishes
like an elephant (roaming at will) in
the elephant-forest. Let him com
mit no sin."

* * *

"Companions are pleasant when
an occasion (or need) arises; content
ment is pleasant when mutual. At
the hour of death rnerit is pleasant.
The giving up of all sorrow is
pleasant.' ,

"Happy is virtue lasting to old
age ; happy is faith firmly rooted;
happy is the attainment of wisdom ;
happy is the avoidance of sins."

Dhammapada, tr. by S.
Radhakrishnan

* * *
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"Muhammad said," "It is indis
pensable for every Muslim to give
alms" . The companions asked,
"But ifhe hath not anything to give?"
He said "If he hath nothing, he must
do a work with his hand, by which
to obtain something, and benefit
himself ; and give alms with the
remainder." They said, "But if he
is not able to do that work, to benefit
himself and give alms to others?"
The Rasul (Muhammad) said, "Then
he· should assist the needy and
oppressed." They asked, "What
if he is not able to assist oppressed?"



INTER-COLLEGE DEBATE FOR 'DESHBANDHU CUP'

Standing: Surrinder Pal Singh, Vijay, Sushil Ahluwalia, Mirza,
Sitting : Prem Popli, Rama Murti, Mr. B.B. Gupta, Dr. K.C. Khanna,

Harish Chandra (Print'ipal) Dr. Birch, Satish Sud, Daljit Arora.

UNION CO~lMITTEE 1953-54

Standing: Arjun Hingorani, R.K. Sud, Sushil Ahuja, Yash Purang, Yudishtar ,
liJitting : P.C Chakravarti, Prem Popli, Harish Chandra, Surrinder Pal Singh,

Leela Hari Das. (Principal)



A Confession by Leo Tolstoy

"And indeed a bird is so made
that it must fly, collect food, and
build a nest, and when I see that a
bird does this I have pleasure in its
joy. l\ goat, a hare, and a wolf are so
made that they must feed themselves,
and must breed and feed their family
and when they do so I feel firmly,
assured that they are happy and that
their life is a reasonable one, Then
what should a man do? He too
should produce his living as the
animals do, but with this difference,
that he will perish if he does it alone;
he must obtain it not for himself
but for all. And when he does that,
I have a firm assurance that he is
happy and that his life is reasonable."

"For the world is both a good
and a bad world, and man is both a
noble and a wicked creature. Life
is often so happy and often so sad,
and human society is often so cruel,
and yet often not lacking in true
kindness. Knowing that this is the
case, how shall we proceed except by
eminently kind, tolerant, and ironic
thinking ? Great wisdom consists
in not demanding too much of
.human nature, and yet not altogether
spoiling it by indulgence. One must
try to do one's best, and at the same
time, one must, when rewarded by
partial success or confronted by
partial failure, say to himself, "I
have done my best." That is about
all the philosophy of living that one
needs."

He said, "Then he should exhort
people to do good." They asked,
"And if he cannot?" He said,
'Then let him withhold himself from
'doing harm to people; for verily that
is as alms and charity for him."

The sayings of Mohammod tr, by
Suhrawardy.

* * *
The glory of a good man, is the

testimony of a good conscience.

Have a good conscience, and
thou shalt ever have joy.

A good conscience is able to
bear very much, and is very cheer
ful in adversities.

An evil conscience is always
fearful and unquiet.

Thou shalt rest sweetly, if thy
heart do not reprehend thee.

Never rejoice, but when thou
hast done well.

Sinners have never true joy, nor
feel inward peace; because "There
is no peace to the wicked," said the
Lord.

And if they should say "We are
in peace, no evil shall fall upon us,
and who shall dare to hurt us?"
believe them not; for upon a sudden
will arise the wrath of God., and their
deeds shall be brought to nought,
and their thoughts shall perish.

The Imitation of Christ ~ .

Of the Joy of a good Conscience
THOMAS A KEMPIS

* * * * * *
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A SERVICE SELECTION BOARD INTERVIEW

In the days of the British rule
in India the selection of personnel
for the Indian Forces 'was carried
out in an unscientific way. Then
the interview lasted only 15 or 20
minutes and the Selection Board was
unable to judge the real merits and
demerits of a candidate in almost
99.90/0 cases. The result was that the
whims and fancies of the President
and his colleagues played an im
portant part in the selection of the
personnel for the In.dian Defence
Forces.

In the early forties the system
of recruitment was altogether chang
ed. The western countries had
devised a new fool-proof scientific
method. India also made an experi
ment on the same lines and this has
proved successful.

After qualifying in the written
test held by the U.P S.C., the candi
dates .are called for the int erview in
batches of 50. About 38 go to the
11 Board.. and the other 17 go to the
17 Board. Another. batch' of 40
candidates goes to Bangalore. These
Selection Boards are meant only for
the Army and Navy candidates. The
Air Force Selection Board is at
Dehra Dun. The interview lasts
for five days andthe can.didates are
required to live there for this period.

The interview begins from the
time the candidates leave the Railway
Station in an Arn1Y truck. In the
evening at about four the candidates
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are required to report to the Psy
chologist who asks the candidates to
fill in certain forms, many of them
in duplicate.

On the next day the' Psychologist
gives the candidates many tests
which include the intelligence tests
further subdivided into two tests .of
fiO questions to be done in groups of
10 or 5 or 3 questions. There is
another test of drawing containing
25 questions in two groups oflO a-nd
15· questions. There is a story writ
ing test i.e. the candidate have to
write a story after seeing a picture
for 1/5 a minute or so There are
six such stories to be written. Then
there is a personality test in which
the candidates have to write answers
to 50 practical problems with which
an imaginary person has to deal and
the ~andidates are required to answer
those questions for that person.
Then there is an essay to be written
on "Yourset]", Then the psychologist
forms an almost perfect idea of the
psychological aptitudes and develop
ment of the candidate. There is a
testin which 75 words are shown one
by one for" 30 seconds' and a sentence
is to be written with those words
within 30- seconds. The candidates
then go to have their lunch and after
that they are free to go anywhere
they like.

On the third day the candidates
are required to report -to the G.T.O.
i.e. "Group Testing Officer". There
are four or five G.T.O's. in the Board,



each for a group of 7 or 9 candidates
as the case may be. He conducts a
series of tests. Then there is a
speech test in which the candidates
are required to deliver an extempore
speech on a given subject. From
then the group obstacles begin, the
name of this test being Progressive
Group Obstacle Test. In this the
group is required to go across some
obstacles in a specified time along
with some load, a plank and some
ropes. The area in between the
obstacles is out of bounds for the
candidates as well as for their load.
Then there is another test called
Group Obstacle Race. In this test
the different groups are allotted the
same load but different tracks. Every
group tries to come first.

Then the candidates are required
to appear before the Presi~ent for an
interview. Here the President cross
examines the candidates on the
information supplied to him by the
forms filled by the candidates on the
first day. This interview lasts for
about 15 to 20 minutes.

In the evening there is another
test to be taken by the candidates.
i.e. The Individual Obstacles. In
this test there are 10 obstacles to be
completed in 3 minutes. One can
repeat them also but only after
attempting all other obstacles success
fully, 'not otherwise. The marks of
the repeated obstacles are also
counted.

On. the fourth day there are only
two tests to be performed i.e. The
Command Task and the Final Group
Task. In the Command Task every
body is given the command of his
group and is asked to conduct his
group through the obstacle. In the
Final Group Task the group is asked
to cross an obstacle in a specified
time along with some luggage. This
finishes the work on the fourth day.

Either on the fourth day in the
evening or on the fifth day in the
evening a conference of all the officers
in the Board is held. The results of
the candidates are then compiled and
announced, In order to enable the
psychiatrist to have a look at the faces
of the candidates, each candidate is
called and kept there for a few
minutes, and in order to remove his
embarassment, the candidate is kept
engaged in talking for the time being.

Those who are selected are then
sent for the medical examination and
the others are sent back to their
homes. In this way the mental and
physical qualities of a candidate are
fully exposed before the Psychologist,
G.T.G.. and President. As nobody
can possibly deceive all of them, this
is described as a fool-proof method.

The best way to be successful is
"Be Straight-foruurd, tru.thful and
frank in your dealings".

Navin Kanwal
Pre-Medical II Year.
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THE CONQUEST OF THE EVEREST

Man is curious; he wants to
know things unknown ; he wants to
see things hitherto unseen. He will
smilingly court danger, difficulty,
hardship, nay even death in pursu
ance of this urge. The horrors of
the sky and the terrors of the deep
fail to daunt him. It is this lure of
the unseen that takes a man from his
cosy bed in a chy to the rugged
terrain of the mountains -to the
death's valley in the Himalayas.

Legends tell us that there dwell
in Kailash Siva and Parbati along
with other gods. But science has
pricked the bubble of these
legends. 'Man has seen the regions
hitherto unseen; Tenzing Norkey
and E. P. Hillary have at least con
qured the highest peak on earth.

Since 1921 attempts have been
made to reach Mt. E1lerest. In 1921
Col. Bury made a reconnaissance of
the mountain when a detailed survey
of the Everest region was made and
the map of the area prepared. The
first actual climbing took place under
the leadership of the Han. C. G.
Bruce in 1922. There were three
separate attempts made on the peak
by members of the Expedition;
G. L. Mallory and Dr. T. A.
Somervelle eacheda height of 26,985
feet without the use of oxygen, while
Captain G. Flinch and Bruce reach
ed 27,300 feet with Oxygen.

The 1924 expedition was led by
Lt. Col. E.E. Norton. He reached
28,126. ft. It was during this expedi-
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tion that Mallory and Irvine lost the
ir lives. Between 1924 and 1951 the
re were several climbing expeditions
and one reconnaissance expedition.
In 1951 Eric Shipton discovered .the
new southern route to Everest. This
and the experiences of the two Swiss
Expeditions were very helpful to Col.
Hunt in planning the last .victorious
expedition.

Equipped with better scientific
apparatus and a good deal of plann
ing, CoL Hunt began his operation
early in 1953. Having established
the Base Camp at Khumbu Glacier
at an altitude of 117,225 feet, alto
gether eight camps were set up at
different heights. The camp No.
VIII was set up at an altitude
of 27,800 feet. Raymond Lambert,
a member of 1952 Expedition, who
with Tenzing reached 28,215 feet,
the highest point reached before the
present one, says: "It is in the final
1000 feet of Everest that all the
powers of Nature reach their climax
to fight back against the climber. As
the air grows thinner, your legs
grow heavy as though they are stick
ing to the ground, your arms feel as
though they are made of lead, your
brain works only fifty percent and a
light veil falls on your 'eyes".

On May 29 Tenzing and Hillary
left the Camp by 6-00 A.M. It was
a brilliant morning. With infinite
patience and courage they crawled
higher and higher up till they reached
the top-the snow-covered final emi-



nence of Everest-at 11-30 A. M.
Tenzing, a devout Buddhist, placed
some sweets and planted the Indian
along with the British flag on the
peak. They remained there for
fifteen minutes taking photographs.

We salute the conquerors of the
Everest-Tenzing Norkay, Hillary,
and last but not least, Col. Hunt,
who organised the expedition. But
in saluting them, let us not forget
those who had toiled and failed in
the past, for Col. Hunt built on the
foundations which they had laid.

T enzing' s name has become a
household word in India to-day. He

has been feted and honoured by the
Indian people and Government. He
has been honoured by the British
people and Government too. An
unknown Sherpa, endowed with dar
ing and hardihood and determination
to reach the goal, he has, as it were,
been reborn with a halo of glory
round about him.

May his example inspire others.
Let us always remember that nothing
great and noble can be achieved with
out courage and determination. But
courage and determination must be
accompanied by planning. Both are
equally necessary for success in
every walk of life.

Sushil Ahluwalia.

* * * *

"A picture by a master hand,
a poem by one who is sensitive to
the spiritual side of life, the playing
of a violin by a genius like Kreisler,
a walk through gaunt leafless woods
in autumn, a contemplation of the
glint of June sunshine upon the
honeysuckle, or the sight of an old
church in the waning light of the
westering sun -these things may

move him to fine feelings of a kind
which the ordinary activities of life
do not usually call forth. There is
a spiritual power in these moments,
which we remember long after they
are gone. Rightly used they can
become as Jacob's ladders leading
from earth to heaven. "

Paul Brunton, The way of Divine
Life.
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ON THE COLLEGE STAGE

Encouraged by the warm re~ep

tion by the students of the college
of its last year's production entitled
Ghaddar the College Dramatic Club
staged two one-act plays on 14th and
15th September, 1953. The plays
selected werePurab Pachhim by Shri
I.S. Johar and K is ka Ghar by Prof.
R.K. Sud. The former play was a
farce and the latter a grim tragedy.

The selectors could be sure of
success with Purab Pachhim as
farces and .broad comedies are palat
able both to the audience and the
performers. In this case, it was
more so because of the two stock
characters of the shrewd Jyotishiji
(played by Sushil Ahuja) and the
niggardly Lala Ram Bharose with his
catch word : lo kar lo bat (played by
Yash Pal Purang). These two were
supported by the characters of Maa
ji (played by Miss Urmil Khanna)
and the bashful daughter-in-law,
Kunti (played by Miss Anita Batra).
Deepak, the son (played by Jagmohan
Mehta), was weak. The direction
of the play being in the able hands
of Miss Raj Kumari Mathur, and
the make-up in those of her no less
versatile sister, lvliss Madhu Malti,
the characters looked life-like and
acted convincingly. Who can forget
Jyotishiji casting his beads, the
bulging tummy of Lala Ram Bharose,
the endearing coyness of Kunti, the
unstudied majesty of Maa ji, dressed
in the typical garb of a Marwari
Lalain.

K1:S ka ghar was a hard nut to
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crack and no wonder that the per
formers had to undergo hard training
under Prof. P.M. Kaul and Miss
Leela Haridas. Rajan's role (played
by Narinder Nath Chand) was very
difficult to play because of the too
quick succession of different emotions
and corresponding action to them.

Compared to it the role of Leela
(played by Miss Santosh) was a bit
easier and that of Renu -, (played by
Miss Saroj) easier still. All the three
roles fitted the performers tremend
ously well: Raj an, boorish in his
sardonic gruffness: Leela, imperious
and lashing in her tongue, and Renu
irresistible in her humour, irony and
and sweet reasonableness. In the
supporting cast Sham, the lawyer
Played by (Gautam Kumar C'ranna),
was unimpressive but Dr. Cheema
(played by Sushil Kumar Ah. uwalia)
with his squeaky voice and table-top
tummy turned out to be a hot
favourite. The role of the dead
Chaudhry Sahib (played by Sri
Chand) was not very enviable. It was
an exercise in motionless sitting for
over 45 minutes.

Emboldened by the three earlier
successes the Club ventured to stage
a four-act play: J1.u.habbat ki Rah.
Par or Zamana Rang Badalta Hai
by Prof. R.K. Sud. It was indeed a
trial, but, with God's grace, it came
through. It required a cast of 15
consisting of 9 girls and 6 boys (and
the club has 32 members). Old and
new talent had to .be tapped. The
theme was simple and romantic. In
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the conflict between the die-hard Rai
Sahib Lala Ghanshyam Das reminent
ly played by Yashpal Purang) who
looked at marriage as a means to
enhanced prestige and increased
wealth and his youngest son Joginder
Kumar (played unconventionally by
R.K. Sud) who regarded it as the
most sacred tie that binds two hearts
into one for love's sake only, »r: could
see the spirit of the New Age in India.
We have a few survivals of the type
of Rai Sahib, the left-overs from the
last generation but more an I more
of the class of Joginder Kumar.
Drama holds the mirror to life and
in this play the two generations live
side by side. The theme of the play
made all of us who were on the wrong
side of ·forty, feel at least 20 years
younger. Dame Rumour says that
1TI0st of the members of the staff had
to use their handkerchiefs when they

. heard Joginder Kumar sing his plain
tive song; mujhe ik bar phir apY!'i
muhabbat yad ati hai. Had the
singer been a singer and the stage
deep enough it would have played
havoc with the doting hearts. Young
couples sat throughout the last Act
hand in hand .looking wistfully into
each other's eyes. The budding "to
be-weds" sat wondering whether they
would. be half as lucky as Joginder
Kumar and Manmohni (ably played
by Miss Leela Haridas)

The play did not lack glamour.
The frequent changes of saris and
suits in a fully furnished drawing
room in the first two Acts and the
idyllic background in the 4th Act
were highlights of the play. But the
main interest centred round the

character contrast provided by the
members of Rai Sahib's family.
Rajindar Kumar (played by Sushil
Ahuja) and Sushila (aptly played by
Santosh) were dutiful, sober and
affectionate. Suresh Kumar (played
by Sushil Ahluwalia) being
·'damned" in a rich wife, was mildly
assertive but Vimla Kumari (admir
ably .played by Saroj Sehgal) was
terribly dominating. Mataji (com
mendably played by Miss Urmil
Khanna) was the typical Indian
Mother: pious.loving, unsophisticated,
forbearing and sweet to a fault. She
lived for her children. Pratima, the
young college girl (beautifully played
by Miss Anita Batra) was soft and
pert and endearing in her wiles.
Manmohini's three friends were a set
apart. Notwithstanding this common
bond each was different from the
others. Nishchinta (played by Miss
Kanta Mehta)'- showed the self
restraint of a teacher of Philosophy;
Kiran (played by Miss Giani
Mamtani), as the very name implies.;
brought light and life with her and
Amrita (Miss Indra Bhatia) played
ditto to her. Mrs. Hem Lata (played
by Miss Swarn Kukreja) was every
inch a rich lady, genuinely aristocratic.
Buddhoo Ram (admirably played
by Gautam Kumar) easily outshone
the young Khidmatgar (played by
Surendar Ahuja)

The play would not have been
a 'hit' without the settings. All
praise goes to Prof P .M. Kaul-our
versatile artist-photographer-Director.
Miss Leela Haridas' lilting melodious
songs well-nigh compensated the
audience for th.e croacking melancho-
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ly of jogindar's ghazals. For the
make-up our hearty thanks are due
to Mrs. M. Thomas, our old girl
students, isses Veena Batra and Mira
Bhatia and in. no small degree to
Miss Raj Kumari Mathur for prati..
cal suggestions. If the girls looked
'petty' it was due to the readiness
with which our out-of-the-picture
patrons lent saris and blouses to
match and to contrast.

How much behind-the-scenes
work the production of this play has

meant is known to the Secretary of
the Dramatic Club, Sushil Kumar
Ahuja and its Custodian General,
Miss Santosh.

The members of the club are
grateful to Principal Harish Chandra
for his patronage, financial aid and
practical guidance; to the members
of the College Union Executive for
active support and to the students of
the College for their response and
encouragement.

* * * *

T he Discovery of I ndia by
jawahar Lal Nehru.

tions. That pride should not be for
a romanticized past to which we
want to cling ; nor should it encour
age exclusiveness or a want of appre
ciation of other way than ours. We
shall therefore seek wisdom and
knowledge and friendship and
comradeship wherever we can find
them, and co-operate with others in
common tasks; but we are no suppli
ants for others' favours and patron
age. Thus we shall remain true
Indians and Asian.s, and become, at
the same time, good internationlists
and world citizens".

"India moves forward with con
fidence, rooted in herself and yet
eager to learn from others, and co
operate with them ..•...True culture
derives its inspiration from every
corner of the world, but it is home
grown and has to be based on the
wide mass of the people ....•...Their
culture must be a continuation of
past trends, and must also represent
their new urges and creative tenden
cies. A real internationalism is not
sornething in the air without roots or
anchorage. It has to grow out of
national cultures and can only
flourish to-day on a basis of freedom
and equality We are citizens of
no mean country, and we are proud
of the land of our birth, of our
people, our culture and our tradi-
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PROFESSOR KAUL AND HIS MISTRE.SS

Once it so happened that I was
in urgent need of some dresses for a
couple of one-act plays-we were
going to stage in the College. I went
round in the Professors' colony
asking for sarees, and although I
collected a few, I needed a few more.
One or two houses more and my job'
was done. With some hope in my
heart and a smile on my lips, 1
entered Mr. Kaul's house.
My spirits were a little damped
when instead or Mr. Kaul an elderly
lady greeted me. Addressing her
as Ammaji, I introduced myself and
let her know the purpose ofmy visit,
"Oh sweet little girl", the old
lady replied, "1 have no bright
beautiful sarees to give as I have no
daughter-in law. How I wish I had
one!"

I had not the faintest idea that
Mr. Kaul was yet unmarried. It was
therefore, a great surprise to me to
learn that a young man like him,
having all that life demands, has
remained a bechelor? I at once
suspected a deep-rooted cause, and
being a curious girl I decided to find
it out. A professor, comfortably
placed in life, so cultured and come
ly, should stay a bachelor! Why?
Yes! Why?

Fortunately, I had not to wait
for a long time. The opportunity
came very soon. Mr. Kaul and I
were co-producers of one the one-act
plays and so I came in close contact

with him. And then I could see
personally the mistress of Mr. Kaul.

The mistress of Mr. Kaul is not
very heautiful ; nor is she very sweet;
but perhaps, I am not judging her
with Prof. Kaul's eyes or his lips.
She is of an average type, but deli
cately made. Her slender stream
lined body is free from any odd
curves. She is alwavs dressed in
white. It might be 1\1r. Kaul likes
white clothes and thus forces his
wish upon his mistress. Poor little
thing! She has to obey whatever is
imposed on her. But this seems to
be an incorrect thought. How could
a well-educated man, a believer in
equal rights, showing chivalry on
most occasions ever impose hiswish
forcibly on his mistress? No it
can't be, it is simply impossible. Who
knows, it may be the choice of the
mistress herself. One surprising
thing is that the mistress always has
a patent, brown, shreded petticoat.
It might be against Mr.Kaul's choice
for the mistress can certainly make a
willing sacrifice of every little thing
for the love of her master.

As time passed I could know
more and more. I could see that
she accompanied Mr. Kaul every
where, be it a social, political or reli
gious function. On the day when
our drama was to be staged, all were
in a great hurry, Ultimately the
time came for the curtain to go up,
but I wanted a certain article to be
put on the stage. I searched for Mr.
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Kaul allover the place, but could
not find him. At last I went into
the make-up room and there I saw
him, at the furthest corner, wooing
his mistress. And at that odd hour
she seemed to be out of her mood.
Mr. Kaul appeared to be using every
rneans he could imagine to bring her
back to form. The courting was
very heavy. I, of course did not hear
the actual words of the lovers; I
thought it bad manners to be any
where near them; and yet I could
not resist the temptation of watching
the green-room drama from a safe
distance through the door. But
I could not watch it for long. It
was time for the drama to begin; and
the curtains were still down. I
plucked up courage and apologeti
cally coughed. Mr. Kaul blushed
scarlet. He was just bending over
his mistress as if for a hearty kiss. It
was only then that I came to
know Mr. Kaul very well ani the
reasons for his not marrying. How
can a civilized man marry twice,
when he has a dear little mistress ?
How would the mistress feel if she
knew that her master was intending
to marry some other body?

Mr. Kaul's mistress has no such
suspicion; she knows that Mr. Kaul
is fully devoted to her. She on her
part sacrifices all her beauty, her very
existence, for the pleasure of Mr.
Kaul. Whenever there is a fullmoon
night or a fine day, Mr. Kaul steals
into some lonely corner and enjoys
the time with his mistress. There
appears to be a certain mystery about
their unique romance. Whenever
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they rneet they enjoy themselves for
sometime; but after a while the mistre..
ss vanishes into the thin air-why
and where nobody knows ?

By the time I had gathered all
this information the plays were al
ready over. Once again I found
myself in the Professor's colony, as
1 had to look to the safe return of the
loaned article. ...\.t one place, 1 was
mercilessly scolded for spoiling the
clothes, which were really not spoilt
at all. This made me very sad, and
I decided to return to the College
without going into other houses. As
I was coming, I heard somebody
calling me. It was Ammaji. Look
ing at me with some anxiety in her
eyes, she enquired as to what was it
that worried me. I did not feel like
speaking about this ugly affair and
kept silent. The clock just then
struck eight. And I was
exhausted and hungry and badly
needed something to fill my empty
stomach. Suddenly an idea struck
me. I said: "Arnmaji, I have seen
the OD.e whom your son loves next to
himself. I wili tell you all about her
but sweets first" !

The old lady was so happy; at
once she went into an adjoining
room and came back with a loaded
dish. I got busy with the laddoos
straight off without a word. She now
began enquiring about Prof Kaul's
mistress but I went on eating merrily.
At last when the laddoos had all gone
deep down into my stomach, I said:
"Ammaji, Mr. Kaul belongs to the
new generation. Your choice may not



coincide with his". And then 1 gave
an elaborate description of the
mistress. She listened to me with
rapt attention.

When 1 finished Ammaji said:
"Leela, take me to the place where
she is".

"How can 1", I replied, "you will
have the shock of your life if 1 do
so" .

"On no," she insisted, "1 pro
mise 1would gladly accept any girl

as my daughter-in-law."

Then I quickly got up and ope
nedone of Mr. Kaul'sdrawers. I took
out a piece of paper, put on it some
tobacco, and rolling it in a cylinder
ical shape, gummed it with my ton
gue. "This is the the lady" I
muttered with trepidation.

She looked stupefied, but only
for a moment or two. Then with a
broad, hearty laugh, she said, "what
a mischievous little girl you are,
Leela I"

* * * *

"Reverence for the past is an
other national trait. There is a
certain doggedness of temperament,
a stubborn loyalty to lose nothing in
the long march of the ages. ·When
confronted with new cultures or
sudden extensions of knowledge, the
Indian does not yield to the tempta
tions of the hour, but holdsfast to
his traditional faith, importing as
much as possible of the new into the

old. This conservative liberalism is
the secret" of the success of Indian
culture and civilisation. Of the
great civilisations of the world, hoary
with age, only the Indian still sur-. "VIves.

Indian Thoughi .from Anthology
from Radhakrishnan by A.N. Marlow

* * *
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THE SANCTUARY OF GODDESS MINERVA*

"A good book is the preciou s
life-blood of a master-spirit embalm
ed and treasured up on purpose for
a life beyond". (Milton)

"The silent influence of books
is a mighty power in the world;
there is a joy in reading them known
only to those who read them with
desire and enthusiasm (Giles).

"The book to read is not the
one which thinks for you but the
one which makes you think".
(McCosh)

"Books, like friends, should be
few and well chosen..••......Next to
acquiring good friends, the best
acquisition is that of good books".
(Colton).

The task of building up a college
library is difficult but very pleasant.
It is difficult because you have to
select the best writers all as many
subjects as are of interest to young
minds, and the strings of your purse
do not stretch very long. It is pleas
ant because .you establish first-hand
contacts with the greatest minds of all
times and climes with the unselfish
motive of introducing them to young
plastic minds and entrusting the rising
generation to the ripe care of the
generations gone. The number of
subjects that engage the mind of
a modern student are too many;
indeed, from cabbages to kings he is

interested in everything. The
number of good writers and good
books on anyone subject are far too
many to be purchased by a college
library. Hence, we adopt the safest
guide: -"It is well to read every
thing of something, and something
of everything." Yau _will find in
the college library books not only
on subjects of study laid down in
theUniversity Syllabi for the various
examinations catered for by the
College but also on many others,
such as Religion, Art, Sociology,
Travels and Education. Even while
selecting books for the prescribed
subjects of study we take care to
keep out bad and cheap books lest
they should deter students from
reading the standard texts. While
selecting books by Indian authors
we do sometimes flounder. For the
good students we always provide a
fair selection of advanced books and
specialized treatises. If such books
are not veIy many in. the library-
much to the chagrin' of the erudite
scholars on the. staff and occ asional
visitors to the college-it is partly
due to the poor number of good
students and the absence of B.Sc.
and B.A~. Honours Classes in the
College. We live on hope but we
cannot completely starve the present
'man' for the probable benefit of the
"superman" to come. We provide
digestible intellectual repast to our
clientele as an aid to whet their
appetites for harder fares. We may

*\Vritten to mark the 2nd nook a Festvial Day. 6 Mrch, 1954.
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not have succeeded yet in our
venture, but the experiment is worth
trying. Once you acquire taste for
reading good books you will never
care to look at a second-rate book,
much less read it. This judicious
selection of books is a very slow pro
cess but without acquiring it you
will get lost in the wh-rlpool of books
which flows from the day-and-night
working printing presses allover
the world or worse still sink in the
quagmire of dirty flashy writings.
Accordingly the Members of the
Library Committee have to be very
vigilant while selecting material for
light reading, in practicular, fiction,
plays, and memoirs. We have a few
hundred novels and plays in English,
Hindi, Urdu, Punjabi and Sindhi.
So far as the old writers go we can
select blindly. Writers of English
fiction like Defoe, Richardson, Field
ing, Swift, Goldsmith, Dickens,
Thackeray, the Bronte Sisters,
Kingsley, Trollope, Jane Austen,
George Eliot, Scott, Stevenson and
Dumas etc. etc., can be recommend
ed to young minds blindfold; but
when we come to choose continental
fiction we have to eschew great writers
like Zola, Flaubert, Lawrence, and
Joyce; the popular Marie Correli, and
most of the recent Nobel Prize
Winners like Andre Gide and Francis
Mauriac because they take you into
the recesses of the minds of the so
called dregs of society. If Tolstoy,
Dostovesky and' Turgenev are safe,
Pushkin and Chekov are not. Like
wise Prem Chand, K.M. Munshi,
Tagore and Sarat Chandra give you
what may be called the 'Purist stuff';
but the so-called progressive writers

follow the French and Russian
patterns. Accordingly, if you, here
and there stumble upon a novel the
situation in which you have to lump
say with Sir Toby in Shakespeare's
l 1welfth Night: "Dost thou think,
because thou art virtuous, there shall
be no more cakes and ale?" Natur
alist and progressive writers are not
necessarily immoral writers. With
the advancement of psychology
modern literature is making deeper
and deeper probes into the so-far
undiscovered realms of the sub-con
scious mind which holds the 'repress
ed--self. The same is very much
t rue of modern English and American
pb~. .

If the College Library possesses
novels, stories and plays, it also owns
serious material for serious minds.
A glance at the sections containing
books on Religion, Ethics and Philo
sophy will meet with the Japji Sahib,
The Psalm of Life (Sukhmani Sahib),
the Holy Quran, the Bible, the Gita,
the Gitanjali; the teachings of the
Buddha, Zoroaster, Baha-u-Ilah,
Marcus Aurelius, Tolstoy, Thomas
-a-kempis, Kahlil Gibran, Carlyle
and many others. There you will
find the works of Tagore, Radha
Krishnan, Paul Brunton, Vincent
Sheen, Rajagopalacharya and many
other celebrated writers. Sections
containing books on Ethics and
Philosophy will reveal to your
eyes master minds like Will Durant,
Zimmer, Bertrand Russel, Thilly,
Mc Dougal, Radhakrishnan, Wood..
worth, Adler, Freud, Mckenzie, Lin
Yutang, Kant and Hariyana. If
religion, ethics and philosophy edify
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the mind, art and poetry a re spurs
far "our shaping spirit of imagina
tion". We have made a very humble
attempt at introducing our students
to great artists, painters and poets.
Due to paucity of funds we had to
content ourselves with the cheap
handy volumes containing miniture
reproductions of great masterpieces
of the various nations: Greek, French,
Italian, British, American, Dutch and
Indian. W e recommend to our
readers Mukel Dey's book: A pil
grimage to Ajanta and Bagh and Van
Loon's The Arts of Ll1.ank-ind and the
booklets on Van Gogh, Degas and
El Greco. In poetry we are well
stocked. We offer you in English
poetry choice ofChaucer, Shakespeare,
Spenser, Milton, Donne, Goldsmith,
Pope, Dryden, the Romantics, the
Victorians and the Pre-Raphaelites
with a sprinkling of the Moderns; of
Pant, Nirala, Bachchan, Maithli Sharan
Gupt, Mahadevi Verma, Navin,
Narendra Sharma and Prasad and
others in Hindi; of G'halib, Zauq,
Akbar Allahabadi, Dag, Firaq and
others in Urdu; of Vir Singh and
Amrita Pritam in Punjabi and Shah
Abdul Latif, Sami and Lekh Raj Aziz
in Sindhi. Among the playwrights
you will find Shakespeare, Goldsmith,
Sheridan, Oscar Wilde, Bernard Shaw,
Galsworthy, Tolstoy, Checkov,
Pushkin, Greene, Somerset Maugham,
Priestley, Moliere, Berrie, Synge,
Yeats, Tagore, Sri Aurobindo, Kalidas,
Upendranath Ashk, Harikishan Premi,
Uday Shankar Bhatta and Mathur
besides complete series of one-Act
plays and single plays ..•... stuff galore
to amuse you for weeks. There are
some serious gaps; they will be filled
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up in the years to come. For those.
who are interested in producing plays
and acting we have a series of books
on Production, Acting, Make-up and
Stage-craft. Books on gardening and
photography will inculcate in you
love of beauty.

Lest you should think that
Science has been neglected you are
advised to look at the shelves display
ing the illustrated Wonder Books of
Motors, R.A.F. Air Crafts, Railways,
Ships; The lVonders of the world,
The Marvels o.f Science, The Miracle
of Life, The Earth and its Jlysteries,
Indian Birds, The Book of Indifl,n
Animals, By Space ship to the Moon,
Rockets, Jets and Guided Mi.f?siles
and space Ships; E.~sentitll Know
ledge [or All, 11he Book nf Scientific
Discooeries, Everyday Chemistry and
many others in 'Why' and 'How to
do' and 'HO\\i it can be done' series.
Those who are interested in knowing
the world of man may read books in
the Geography section:-Lands and
Life series (G vols) the Scottish
Himalayan Expedition, Out of this
WOTld, Anna Purna, The Kontiki
Eoipediiion and The Ascent of Everest.
F or ennobling character you· should
read the biographies of eminent men
and women in single and collective
volumes.

Our Social Sciences' sections
display an array of very good books
-though.not as many as are desired.
It is their cost that keeps the num
ber low. For instance, in History
we have books on World History by
George A. Hedger, Reither, Wells,
Pollard, Van Loon, Reville, Jawahar



Lal Nehru, Thorndike, Gunther,
Ketelbey Toynbee; on European
History by Fisher, Lipson, Hayes and
Moon, Berms, Rene Sedillot; on
British History by Mariott, Robertson,
Trevelyan. Innes and. on Indian
History by Shastri, Majumdar,
Havell, Ramsay Muir, Roberts, and
Jadunath Sarkar. Besides these we
have Elliot and Dowson's reprints; a
good number in the "History of
India as told by its own Historians"
series, the Legacy of India, Greece
and Islam (in the Legacy series)
Lin Yutang's My Country and my
people and Van Loon's History of
ll1.ankz:nd. In Economics we possess
books by Taussig, Marshal, Pigou,
Hicks, Meade, Dobb, Dalton, Roll,
Knowles, Keynes, Jathar and Beri,
Wadia and Merchant, Banerjea, Jain,
Gadgil and Gian Chand. In Politi
cal Science we have standard books
by Harold Laski, Me Iver, Gilchrist,
Finer, Coker, Barker, joad, Webb,
Munro, Maitland, and Schuman. In
addition,we have Jayaswal,Appadorai,
Amar Nandi, Raghuvanshi, Shahani
and Gurmukh Nihal Singh on Indian
Constitution and Indian constitution
al documents (3 vols), Everyman's
United Notions and India in Maps.

Students of Mathematics can
delve in classics by Loney, Smith,
Phillip, Edwards, Ramsay and
Murray besides the books by Indian
Professors. Sections in Physics,
Chemistry, and Biology are rich in
students' popular text books. Liter-

ature and criticism sections (both in
English and Hindi) are not yet de
veloped. Books on games, dietetics
and education are few.

Our appraisal of the library will
be incomplete without a mention of
the Gandhian Literature and the
Reference Books' Sections. W e
possess the 8-vols biography The
M ahitma by T endulkar in addition
to those by Louis Fisher and Polak,
Bresford and Pathick Lawrence and
the Autobiography. We have the
f-.t~ehru Abhinandan Granth, The
Book of Gandhi by Radha Krishnan,
Bapuke Kadmon main by Rajendra
Prashad ji. We own standard
dictionaries in English, French,Latin,
Sanskrit, Urdu and Hindi besides
classical- and non-mythological
dictionaries and the Oxford compan
ions, We have acquired the Vishwa
Bharti Encyclopaedia (Hindi 6 vols),
The Oxford JunifJr Encyclopaedia
(8 vols) and T.I'he Everyman's Ency
clopaedia (12 vols) and the Encyclo
paeda Britannica (25 vols) In addi
tion, we have the Shakespearean
Glossa.Ty, The ReadeT's Digest of
Books, 'llhe Indian and Pakistan Year
Books and The Dictionary of
Thoughts.

The sum up, ours is no mean
acquisition. We are moving in the
right direction. V\l ith more classes
and students we shall have more
books. The number does not matter
but the quality' does. Our library is
rich in quality; that is our pride;
that is our achievement.
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DO YOU KNOW 1

1. That one of our staff mern
bers greets others by saying, "How
do you find yourself this morning,
Gentlemen" (ladies included).

2. That one of our staff mem
bers is in the habit of greeting
a particular person by saying, "Helol
M t "r very sorry 0 see you.

3. That one of our staff mern
bers is in the' habit of saying
'aenough" for enough and 'if you
don't mind' just too often.

4. That one of our staff mem
bers is very fond of shikanjbi and
believes in jugs instead of glasses.

5. That one of our staff mem
bers speaks very fluent Kashmiri for
the enjoyment of his colleagues.

6. That one of our staff mem
bers is against taking leave even for
his own marriage.

7. That one of our staff mern
hers plays a game always for a win.

8. That one of our staff mem
bers constantly lost to a woman
colleague in Badminton Singles.

9. That one of our staff mem-.
bers who is deeply interested in
Photography attaches little import
ance to himself being photographed.

10. That our Sindhi colleague
would merely blush when asked to
explain why most Sind hi names ended
with ..... 'ani'.
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II. That one of our staff mem
bers once taught his pupils lying
down, but he always addresses them
as "Beta ji" .

12. That one of our staff mem
bers maintains his high pitch even
when he is taking a class of three.

13. That one of our staff mem
bers is in the habit of talking to her
self.

14. That one of our staff mem
bers could be a juggler also so as to
convert boys into monkeys.

15. That our Bus-in-charge is
very often 'bebus' at the hands of
D.T.S.

16. That one of our staff mem
bers once believed R -52 to be a good
vitamin complex rather than the
cloth it represents.

17. That one of our staff mem
bers showed us how he could be dead
drunk" without having drunk.

18. That one of our staff mem
bers is always anxious to get himself
photographed even may be upside
down.

19. That one of our staff mem
bers oscillates and makes sweet
simple harmonic motions.

20. That one of our staff mem
bers was in a fainting mood for want
of a cup of tea at a lengthy staff
meeting.



Girl's Three Legged Race
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UNITED NATIONS DAY

Anniversary-a Time for Stock
Taking.

United Nations Day, 24 October
which each year marks the anniversary
of the birthday of the United Nations,
is a good time to take stock and to
appraise the work of the Organiza
tion. For, though these past years
have been years crowded with action
and with achievements of various
kinds, many people in many lands
feel a keen sense of disappointment
that these accomplishments have not
been greater.

There ale probably as many
reasons for this feeling as there are
individuals who harbour it, but three
closely connected ones appear to
stand out. The first is failure to re
alize the hampering effect which the
international tensions, fears and dis
agreements have been the work of
the United Nations. The second is
lack of appreciation of the true
nature of the Organization which is
too often wrongly regarded as an
entity with a volition of its own sepa-
rate from that of the Member Nations,
instead of as the means or the
machinery through which these sepa
rate nations can co-operate to attain'
a lasting peace. The third stems
directly from the others. It is im
patience-impatience based upon the
false expectation that the machinery

for co-operation once set up would of
itself quickly settle the world's
problems.

These are the reasons why one
so often hears the question "Why
does not the United Nations do some
thing about it?" The Hit", of course,
may be anyone of a number of pro
bl ems that confront the world-a
problem for which the United Nations.
or, rather, the nations working to
gether in the United Nations, may be
striving hard to find an acceptable
solution. It is the question which is
wrong in this case. In place of it
each individual should ask himself
'(Can I and my country do more to
assure co-operation in the Councils
of the United Nations and so help
make it what the world wants it to
be-the means for lasting peace ?

Surely it is time to appraise the
work of the United Nations in terms
both of its accomplishments and of
the reasons whv it has not been able
to do more. .. Such an appraisal,
though, if it 1S to have any value at
all, must be made against the back
ground of real world in which the
United Nations is forced to operate.
We must start with people as they
are and with nations as they are and
work from there. No magic wand
will 'serve to dissipate the fears and
hatreds that distract the world.
Rather than look for political miracles,
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it is necessary to search for ways to
overcome these difficulties one by
one.

The Struggle for Lasting Peace
has Many Facets.

The struggle for lasting peace is
not only a military or political
struggle. It is also a matter of work ..
ing together to remove the cause of
war-hunger, starvation, ignorance,
disease, destitution, injustice and
oppression-the widespread disabili ..
ties that nourish the political unrest,
revolution and war. Lasting peace
requires political, economic and social
action in a triple-stranded programme.

There is no easy course in any
of these broad types of action. Each
problem, whatever its nature, has
deep roots in the past. All have
plagued man since the beginning of
his time on earth, yet the attempt to
solve them can no longer be deferred.
And, if it is true that the most im
portant lesson man must learn is how
to keep peace on earth, then it is also
true that he must learn that lesson as
he has learned all other lessons-step
by step. He must accomplish the
simple, the understandable, the
possible first. On these steps he
will be able to build up to a complet
ed whole.

The task then appears plain. It
is to find the steps that can be taken
now one by one-s-economic, political
or social-the steps upon which the
majority can agree and co-operate.
These points of agreement must be
the stepping stones leading to an
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enlargement of the areas of co-opera"
tionn and the search for new ones.

Action in the Economic Field.

Many political dangers have
already been averted or deferred so
that time has been gained for the
discovery of lasting solutions But
the economic problems are also being
met head on and solutions are being
sought for them. The United Nations
programme of technical assistance for
economic development and its ad ..
visory social and technical welfare
fellowship schemes are cases in point.
Both are schemes designed to share
information and ways of doing things
so as to make knowledge gained in
one part of the world useful to all
peoples everywhere. The true pur
pose of these schemes is to help with
little knowledge of modern technique
to reach the point where they can
help themselves to live fuller lives
and develop the resources oftheir own
lands for their own good and ultima
tely for the good of people allover
the world.

The problem of feeding the world
is an immense one. Mass starvation
and lack of proper and sufficient food
can only be stopped by increasing
the yield of present agricultural areas
with new or better types of crops, by
opening up new areas, and by stopp
ing the vast wastage of stored foods
which occurs yearly. The way must
also be found to transport the extra
food grown in one place that needs
it. The means to accomplish these
things are in large part known. To
put them into practice requires co-



operation and planning on the part
of all nations in order to develop a
well integrated exchange of know
ledge and techniques. The same is
true in order to care for the children
who are starving, sick and needy in
so many parts of the world, to over
come plagues, epidemics, diseases of
all kinds, and to raise the standards
of health, education, living and work
ing conditions the world over.

These and many other things
will take time to do. But the encour
aging thing is that they are now seen
to be international problems which
can only be solved by all the nations
working together and helping one
another. A beginning is being made
and each step advances the world
towards the goal of lasting peace.

Action in the Social Field

Nearly everyone knows the mean
ing of discrimination. Everyone
knows who has ever been snubbed or
laughed at or kept out of a group of
people because of his religion,
beca use of the colour of his skin,
because of his nationality, parentage
or so-called class. The most notable
differences between people and their
cultures generally depend on the
place in which their distant ancestors
were born, in a world and at a time
when travel was slow or impossible.
Thus differences arose. All that has
now changed. Overflight, in terms
of the history of a man, it has been
found that all are neighbours in a
world grown small. So people must,
if they are to live together, give up

the ancient distrusts based on igno
rance of one another and treat one
another as equal in our common
humanity.

The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the Convention
Against Genocide, the far-reaching
work for development of the Trust
Territories and the Declaration Con
cerning Non-Self-Governing Peoples
in the United Nations Charter are
recognitions of the moral responsibi
lity which the world community bears
towards the great numbers of men
who have not profited so greatly as
others through the advance of know
ledge.

The United Nation-s - Machi
nery for a Great Purpose.

What has already been accom
plished proves two important facts.
The first is that the Organization can
adapt itself to the unfavourable
circumstances it has to work in and
find ways to circumvent obstacles.
The second is the fundamental need
for the United Nations. For, in a
world in which distance apart has
ceased to have any significance, one
in which events in one place today
affect the world everywhere tomorrow
local or national problems almost
immediately become international
ones. The nations must then have
available the means to consider such
problems and to seek solutions of
them. That is just what the United
Nations offers - the means, the
machinery to work.
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In saying this, however, it must
not be overlooked that the means in
itself is not enough. The wiil to co
operate, to find a solution, must be
present. For it must be remembered
that once it has been decided not to
use armed might as a means of settl
ing problems and, as it is hoped for
the future; its use has been made
impossible, there is no way left to
settle them except by argument or
debate leading first to understanding
then to mutual concessions. And
only agreements so reached have any
chance of being permanent. This,
however, requires a broad outlook on
the part of all, a desire to understand
the views of others and to consider
them fairly. That is the great
challenge the United Notions offers
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to one and all. - For the ultimate
answer that will be given to the cry
for lasting peace which arises allover
the earth depends upon the world
mindedness, the co-operative spirit
of "the peoples of the United
Nations."

The United Nations exists only
to make a decent and peaceful life
possible for peoples everywhere. It
is at once its Member States and the
machinery through 'which they can
co-operate. On1'/ the people can
assure that this machinery is used
for purposes for which its Members
established it.

(UNESCO)



RRIZE DISTRIBUTION

The first Annual Prize Distribu
tion of the College came off on the
13th of March, 1954. Shri Ajit
Prasad Jain, Minister of Rehabilita
tion, presided over the function and
gave away the prizes. The College
Hall was tastefully decorated. All
seats were occupied. Among the dis
tinguished guests were Shri J. K.
Bhonsle, Deputy Minister of Rehabli
litation, Shri Humayun Kabir, Edu
cation Secretary to the Government
of India and President of the Board
of Administration of the College, Mrs.
Kabir,Shri G.S. Mahajani, the Vice
Chancellor of the Delhi University
and Mrs. Mahajani. Shri Ajit Prasad
Jain was received by Principal Harish
Chandra and introduced to the Mem
bers of the College Staff and later
conducted into the Hall in a process
Ion.

The proceedings opened with the
address of welcome by the Principal,
It was followed by the College Report.
The Principal told the audience that
the college was established in July,
1952, by the Ministry of Rehabilita
tion primarily for the benefit of the
children of displaced persons -living
in the rehabilitation colonies to the
South of New Delhi, During the
last 18 months the college had shown
all-round progress. The number of
students rose from 67 to 204. The
results of the college in the university
examinations were 53'70;0 as against
470;0 of the University as a whole,
A cricket pitch has been laid for net
practice. Electrification of the build-

. . .
ing IS going on. The poor and
deserving students are granted fee
concessions and stipends from the
Student's Welfare Fund to which
students and staff contribute. The
Departments of Science have been
equipped neatly, but not completely.
Demonstration apparatus is wanting,
but it is hoped that with generous
grant in the years to come it would
be possible to fill up the gaps. The
college library has 2500 selected
volumes on various subjects; and 25
magazines and journals are received
in the Reading ROOIIl. The daily
issue of books is 35. To make the
students book-minded, a Book
Festival is organized every year. The
College Magazine called 'Desh' is in
the second year of its life. Due to
the absence of senior classer in the
college, it is not possible to publish
it more than once a year. The aim
of the College Union is to train
students in the art of debating and
public speaking. During the period
under report, the Union arranged
picnics, debates, Inter-class Radio Play
Contests and an Inter-College De
bate for which a Silver Cup had been
graciously presented by Shrimati
Deshbandhu Gupta. The College
Dramatic Club can also clairn a good
record. It staged 3 one-act plays
and one four-act play. The
Hindi Parished has taken up the task
of popularizing Hindi. This year's
annual function was attended by lead
ing writers and poet like Shri Ram
Dhari Singh Dinkar. Shri Uday
Shankar Bhatt, and Shri Bhagwati
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Charan, The Economics Society
arranged talks on various subjects
and a symposium on 'Planned Econo
my for India' in which Dr. Ganguli,
Prof. Shukla, Prof. B.M. Bhatia and
Prof. Raj Krishan took part. The
Sindhi Society remained fairly active.
One of its meetings was addressed by
Shri Choithram Gidwani M.P. Many
celebrated speakers addressed the
students of the College. ~ ....••.•••
Pt. Thakar Das Bhargava on
'Shri Deshbandhu's Life and Work'
Shri C.L. Handa on the 'Nangal
Bhakra Project', Miss Tyrwhitt on
Low Cost Housing', Dr. Abram on
'Life in America', Dr. Philips on 'My
Experiences in India' and Mr.
Baldoon Dhingra on 'Student Life in
Paris' . A number of other speakers
were invited from time to time by
Sectional Eocieties to address their
meetings. Several members of the
staff also, namely Dr. Chakravarty,
Mrs. Thomas, Shri C.L. Madan, and
Shri Uppal gave general talks pertain
ing to their subjects. Principal Harish
Chandra addressed the college two
or three times.' For lack of proper
playing grounds it has not been possi
ble to start major games. Students,
however, havc a cricket pitch for net
practice and play Badminton, net
ball, deck-tennis and a few indoor
games. The Physico-Medical Exami
nation showed that the health of our
students was fairly good. To pro
mote interest in hobbies a Hobbies
Exhibition had been organised and
prizes awarded to the best exhibits
in the various media of art viz
painting, pencil-sketching, photogra
phy, embriodery and collections of
coins and stamps.
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Principal Harish Chandra's
Report was interspersed with useful
comments and suggestions. Com
menting on the urgent need for start
ing B.A. Hons, B Sc (Pass) and Pre
Engineering classes in the College
be said:

"The B. l\. Class must form
the backbone of the College. The
Qualifying Class stays with us for a
period of nine months only. Most
of its stndents decide to go in for
B.A. Hons. or B.Sc. (Pass) but, to
their disappointment, cannot come
back to us for these courses because
we do not have them. The same
applies to the Pre-Medical students
unless they manage to enter a medical
college. Students of the Qualifying
and the Pre-Medical Classes cannot
be expected, during their short stay
here, to take the fullest advantage of
the facilities provided, or to imbibe
the true spirit of the college and
develop that patriotic intimacy with
it which helps in establishing healthy
and lasting traditions on which they
can look back with joy and pride.
The future of the Qualifying Class
is, in any case, uncertain in the light
of the recommendations of the Higher
Secondary Commission, Unless there
fore, the number in the B.A. Class
increases to a reasonable figure, the
College will not be able to contribute
its full share to the intellectual, cul
tural and social developtnent of its
clientele or to secure to itself an abid
ingplace in the academic life of the
University. This will become possible
only if we have B.A (Hons) and B.Sc.
(Pass Course) in the college. This
.question is receiving the attention of



the Chairman of our Board, and if
and when' the Board decides to
approach the University for permiss
on to start B.A. (Hons) 'and B.Sc.
(Pass Course) in this college, I hope
the University will have no hesitation
to give this permission if we are pre
pared to fulfil the necessary conditions.
If I mistake not, all the other colleges
at e allowed to teach up to B. A.
(Hons). Students living roundabout
this area and doing these courses have
to go to the University or other
colleges and have to travel a distance
of many miles a day.

There is, I believe, a considerable
demand from the population living in
this part of Delhi for the Pre
Engineering Course as welL At
present this COUl se is offered by the
Delhi Polytechnic only which is at a
distance of over ten miles from this
place. "

Commenting on the last years'
University results he said .'

"The College sent up 41 students
for the University Qualifying Exami
nation in 1952 and secured a pass
percentage of 53-7 as against 47 of
the University. This is, by no means
a brilliant achievement, but our posi
tion was second among the colleges.
In the end, he laid special emphasis
on discipline and said, "Discipline, as
commonly understood, has, on the
whole, been satisfactory, that is to
say, no student has been expelled,
rusticated or even fined for breach of
discipline. But is that enough? How
is it that the generality of students do
not seem to realise the importance of
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such things as coming to their lectures
punctually, applying tor leave before
they avail themselves of it returning
books to the Library on the due
date, paying their accounts at the
office at the right time to avoid
fine or a fresh admission fee ,
avoiding talking loudly in the
college corridors or the Library so
that others who are working should
not be be disturbed, taking- care not
to pass through the lawns,the making
and the maintenance of which entails
a great deal of labour and expense,
dividing their time judiciously
between work and play, speaking
politely to everybody, and doing a
hundred other similar things. These,
in themselves, may be small things
and, with a little care, easy of accom
plishment. How many of them I ask
the students, can boast of not
being found wanting in them. In
difference to these little things leads
to a slovenly way of living, while a
little attention co them at this stage
of their life would carve their way to
the acquirement of that higher dis
cipline which would ensure them, at
least partially, a certain amount of
confidence in themselves and some
happiness, irrespective of where and
how they happen to be placed in the
larger life beyond the college gates.
The joys of life are enjoyed more
rationally and its sorrows borne more
patiently with a disciplined mind."

Shri Ajit Prasad Jain was voci ..
ferously cheered when he rose to
make a reply. He expressed his
gratification and appreciation for the
rapid progress which the college had
made. The College, he said, was his



'child' and he was its 'father'. He
had conceived of its idea while the
foundations of the new houses were
being laid. He was fully conscious
that if the displaced persons were to
be rehabilitated they must not only
have houses to live in but the proper
environments: cultural as well as
social. He assured the Principal and
the Staff that as the college grew up
further, and its needs and require-

ments multiplied, he would gladly
provide funds. He approved of the
suggestion to start senior classes in
the College and also the two years
course in the Pre-Engineering. He
heartily endorsed the Principal's stress
upon discipline in life-specially in a
risin.g, young, free democratic nation
like India. He announced a gener
ous grant Rs. 2000 - to the Students'
Welfare Fund of the College.



COLLEGE

STAFF

Mrs P. Loomba, Lecturer in
Political Science and Shri H. S.
Mohindra, Lecturer in Geography,
have left us. The former has gone
to jullundur to set uo her new home
with her husband, and the latter has
joined the Punjab EducationalService
and is at present posted as a Lecturer
in Geography, Government College,
Rupar. Both had endeared them
selves fully to the students and the
staff during their short stay here,
and we Wish them all luck in their
new surroundings. Shri C.L. Madan,
our Lecturer in Biology, has
proceeded on two years' leave to
Germany for advanced studies. We
trust that, with the wider experience
and knowledge that he will acquire in
Germany, he will prove a great asset
to this institution on his return.

Mr. Tikka La!, our Librarian
and Shri Harjit Singh, our Lab:
Assistant in the Physics Department
resigned their posts some month~
back. They have been succeeded
by Mr. N.C. Vasishtha and Mr. Jai
Kishen Dutt respectively.

Mr. V.B. Amar is a new addi
tion to our staff in place of Mrs.
Loomba. Mr. Amar is a linguist
and a very well-read student of
Political Science. We accord him a
hearty welcome.

CHRONICLE

EXTENSION LECTURES

Mr. C.L. Madan's departure to
Germany had upset our programme
of Extension. Lectlfres but recently
we have revived this system. During
this academic year, the College had
the privilege of listening to dis ..
courses by some eminent Indian and
fereign personalities. Shri S. K.
Kapo?r, Principal, D.A.V. College,
Hoshiarpur, was the first to give a talk
on the role of sports in charatcter
building He was followed by Shree
Baldoon Dhingra of the UNESCO;
who spoke about the student life in
Paris and educational facilities in
France for Indian students.
Mr. Manshardt, another U. N.
expert, gave a discourse on the
significance of the U.N. Day.Another
talk in the series was given by
Prof. K.D. Uppal, who spoke on
the coustitutional aspect of the
Kashmir Problem. Mr. Uppal in his
talk reviewed the historv of modern
Jammu & Kashmir since its forma
tion in 1846 by Maharaja Gulab
Singh. He also spoke at length about
the story of the invasion of Kashmir
by Pakistan and the sufferings which
it caused to the people of the valley
Referring to the controversy which
has been raised by some people in
India about Kashmir's separate Flag,
separate Head of the State, and. a
separate Constitution, the speaker
declared that all these were in con
formity with the provisions of
the Indian Constitution. Section 370
of the Indian Constitution which
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governs the relationship between
India & Kashmir, limits the juris..
diction of the Indian Parliament to
three subjects, viz., Defence, Foreign
Affairs and Communications. In his
concluding remarks, he referred to the
recent happenings in Kashmir, which
resulted in the removal of Shiekh
Abdullah from the Prime Minister
ship of the State and his replacement
by Bakshi Ghulam Mohammed, and
asserted that Shiekh Abdullah de
parted from the approved policy of
the All-Jammu & Kashmir National
Conference and, probably under the
infl uence of some foreigners, had
raised the slogan of independent
Kashmir. An independent Kashmir
would have not only brought the cold
war between the East and the West
to the Indo-Pak sub-continent but
would have also put the whole of
Asia's peace in jeopardy.

More recently a talk in the series
was given by Mr..Abrahr.m, a U.N.
expert, who had come to New Delhi
from the United States of America
to attend a seminar organised under
the auspices of the International
Low-Cost Housing Exhibition. Mr.
Abraham gave a very lucid talk and
explained the various revolutions
through which his country had pass
ed since its liberation by President
Abraham Lincoln. He also explain
ed the position of the Indians arid the
Negroes in the States and threw light
on some social customs in his country.
At the end of his speech, the students
asked him a number of questions and
he replied to most of them to the
entire satisfaction of the audience.
Miss J. Tyrwhitt, Professor of TO\\Tn
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Planning, University of Ottawa
(Canada), gave another interesting
talk on the 24th February, 1954, on
the work of the Housing Seminar.

HINDI PARISHAD

The elections of the Hindi Parishad
were held on the 7th of August, 1953.
Messrs Pitamber Datt Lakhera and
Sushil Kumar Ahuja were elected the
the President and Secretary respec
tively. Messrs Balraj Sarin, Narinder
Chand and Miss Swarn Kukreja were
elected as members of its executive.
The Parishad held a number of mee
tings and functions. The first of these
was devoted to the celebration of the
Tulsi Jayanti; in which Shri Pitamber
Dutt Lakhera spoke about the life
and achievements of the great poet.

The second meeting of the
Parishad, which took place on the 9th
October, was a recitation-meeting in
which many students participated.
The President of the Society spoke
on this occasion about the importance
of Hindi in the new India that -is
being built up, and stressed the
necessity of creating a simple Hindi
which may be easily learnt by the non
Hindi speaking communities in the
country. The society organized an
essay competition also in which Miss
Santosh Kumari and Vijay Narain
secured the first and the second
positions respectively.

The societv celebrated its annual
function on the -'19th February,1954,in
which leadingHindi poets and authors,
viz., Shri Ramdhari Singh Ji Dinkar,



Shri Ramdhari Singh Dinker reciting his poem at the
Annual Meeting of the Hindi Parishad.

Shri Udhey Shankar Bhatt delivering his lecture at the
Annual Meeting of the Hindi Parishad.



Shri Bhagwati Charan Verma, Shri
Dev Raj Dinesh and Shri Vinod
Sharma, participated. Shri Ram
dhari Singh Ji Dinkar, M.P., presided
over this function.

~NDHILITERARYSOCmTY

With the increase in the number
of students, the activities of the
Society also reached .its peak level.
Shri S. M. jhangiani continued to be
the President of the Society with
Govind Methwani and Arjun Hingo
rani as the Secretary and Joint Secre
tary respectively. Misses Giani
Mamtani, Indra Butani, Mira Ajwani
and Messrs Bhasant Lal and Mohan
Balani were unanimously elected the
members of the Managing Committee.
A number of meetings, debates, com
petitions and excursions, including
one at the Qutab, were some of the
functions organized by the Society
this session. An imnortant event
in the history of the Society was the
visit of Dr. Choithram Gidwani,
M.P. who addressed the members.
The Annual Day of the Society was
celebrated in the second week of
March.

The Students Union

The election of the office-bearers
of the Students' Union took place in
March, 1~53. Mr. Prem Popli and
and S. Surinder Pal Singh were elect
ed as the President and Secretary res
pectively and Messrs Sushil Kumar
Ahuja, Yudhishter,Yashpal Purang and
Arjun J Hingorani were elected class

representatives. Miss Leela Haridas
was nominated by the Principal to
represent the girl-students of the
College.

. The inaugural meeting of thz
Union took place on the 26th August,
19:>3.. It ~as addressed by the
Principal, Shri Harish Chandra.
Having introduced the new President
~~d the Secretary to the students, who
joined the College in July, he em
phasized that the success of the
Union depended on the co-operation
of the students, and the zeal of the
office-bearers. "He also explained to
them that the main aim of the Union
was to train students in the art of
public speaking--an art that was
indispensable in a free democratic
India. When the Principal's address
was over, Mr. Prem Popli took the
Chair. A mixed light programme
followed in which Tara Chand.
Yogindar Kaul Parmanand, Yashpal
P~rang,Hen1 Raj, Balbir Singh, Arjun
Hingorani, Miss Giani Mamtani, Miss
Ramanjit Kaur, Sushi! Kumar Ahuja,
Jagmohan Mehra, Yudhishter Dev,
Mohan Asnani, Mehr Singh Sindhu
and Gautam Kumar participated.
Principal Harish Chandra delighted
the audience by reciting Hafeez's
Urdu Poem: Gokal ki Sham
in a very moving melodious tone.
Withjart(t gana mana the proceed
ings came to a happy end.

In its 2nd meeting on the 9th
Sept., 1953, the Union organised a
debate, the subject being: HIn the
opinion of this House teachers and
not politicians are the builders of a
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nation .." In it Surinder Pal Singh,
Yashpal Purang, Sushil Kumar Ahlu
walia, Mehr Singh Sindhu, Pitambar
Datt Lakhera. Arjun Hingorani and
Jawahar Lal spoke for the proposition
and Miss Anita Batra, Basant Lal
Hariasra, Hem Raj, Parma Nand,
Mohan Asnani, T. Wazirani, and
Prem Lal Popli spoke against the
snbject. Principal Harish Chandra
also spoke on the pros and cons of
the subject.

The third meeting took place on
the 15th September, 1953, and its
programme included recreational
songs, stories, tit-bits, poems, essays
and "dholak geets.'

The 4th meeting was held on the
13th October when a debate on the
subject: "India needs the push of
Youth and not the wisdom of Age."

The 5th meeting of the Union
was called on the 24th October, 1953,
to celebrate the United Nations' Day.
Mr. Manshardt, Cultural Attache
in the American Embassy, addressed
the students. His discourse was very
illuminating and lucid and his mess
age cheering.

The 6th meeting of the Union
was summoned to celebrate the
Human Rights day on the 10th Dece
mber, 1953. Dr. P.C. Chakravarty,
Vice-Principal, addressed the students
and explained at length the
importance of the day.

On the 25th January, 1954, a
prize-debate in Hindustani was held.
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The subject of debate was: In the
opinion of the House, as men have
failed to maintain peace, let women
take up the government. The judges,
Miss R.K, Mathur, Mr. D.S. Bhalla
and 1\;1r. K.D. Uppal awarded the first
prize to Mr. Prem Popli, and the
second prize jointly to MissSantosh
and Mr. Vijay :t\arain.

A running trophy, kindly presen
ted by Mr. Deshbandhu Gupta, was
contested in our College Hall and
was won by the Delhi School of

.Economics. Mr.Krishna Murthy from
the Delhi School of Economics was
adjudged the best speaker and was
awarded the first prize, whereas Mr.
Daljit Arora from the Delhi College
was declared the second--best
speaker by the panel of judges com
prising Dr. K.C. IZhanna, Dr. Birch,
and Mr. B.B. Gupta.

The Annual Sports

The Second Annual Sports of
the College were held on the 3rd and
LOth of February, 1954, with greater
enthusiasm than last year. The large
number of participants, inter alia the
girls, added colour and gaiety to the
occasion. The opening ceremony
performed by the Principal,the march
past and the salute by the sportsmen
in special uniforms and skipping the
rope by the staff (in which the
Principal was declared to be the
winner) were some of the highlights.
While declaring the sports closed·
the Principal made a short but elo
quent speech, appreciating the spirit



ANNUAL SPORTS

Athletes taking the pledge of Sportsman Ship

Pillow Fighting



in which the sports were held. He
congratulated and thanked Shri D.S.
Chaudhry, Director of Physical Ed·u
cation of the College who was res
ponsible for organising the sports.
Shri Gajraj Singh of B. A. II
year was adjudged to be the best
athlete of the Year and Miss Giani
Mamtani to be the best athlete from
amongst the girls.

PICNIC

Annual Picnic of the College was

arranged at Okhla on the 13th Feb.,
1954. Students reached Okhla early
in the morning by bus, by cycles and
some on foot. A Sumptuous lunch
was arranged, and the boys and girls
played and Sang forgetting all their
worries. It was a real holiday that
the boys and the staff had after
strenous work during the Session.
The function's success was largely
due to the efforts of Shree D. S.
Bhalla and his colleagues on the
Management Committee.
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LIST OF PRIZE WINNERS

(ACi\DEMIC)

B.A. III Year

Miss Leela Haridas

First in Aggregate
First in English
First in Hindi
First in Philosophy

B.A. 11 Year

Nobody qualifies for a prize

B.A. 1 Year

Saroj Kumari Sehgal

First in Aggregate
First in Economics
First in Political Science

Santosh Kumari Punhani

First in English
First in Hindi
First in Mathematics

Pre-Medical 11 Year

Nobody qualifies for a prize

Pre-Medical II Year

Rajkumari Popli

First in Aggregate
First in English
First in Biology
First in Physics
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Om Parkash Minocha I. First in
& ~Chemis-

Surrinder Kumar Ahuja J try,

Qualifying Class

Gian Sagar

First in Aggregate
First in 'English
First in Chemistry

Ravinder Kumar
Second in English

Krishna Chawla

First in Hindi

Gurmukh Wazirani & Sri Chand
First in Sindhi

Vijay Kumari Gupta
First in Civics

Arjun J. Hingorani

First in Economics
First in History

Rajinder Lal & Avinash Kumar
First in Mathematics

Mohan Asnani
First in Physics



LIST OF PRIZE~WINNERS

lMISCELLANEOUS)

I. INTER-CLASS RADIO PLAY. 52-53 :

Swarn Kanta Sharma & Narinder
Gulati I

Trophy B.A. Class

2. IN°TER-CLASS RADIO PLAY 53-54 :

Suhsil Ahuja I
Anita Batra II
Trophy B-A. Class

3. PRIZE-DEBATE:

Prem Popli I
Santosh & Vijay Narain II

4. HINDI ESSAY CONTEST:

Santosh Kumari Punhani I

HOBBIES

5. PHOTOGRAPHY:

S.R. Satyakumar,

6. .PENCIL SKETCHING :

Sushil Kumar. Ahuja

7. PAINTING:

Rajeshwar Nath Sharma.

8. EMBROIDERY:

Sushila Lalchandani.

9. COIN COLLECTION:

Sushila Ganju,

10. STAMP COLLECTION:

O. P. Minocha.
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ATHLETIC

MEN'S EVENTS.

1. Gajraj Singh

1. First in Pole Vault
2. First in Hop step & Jump.
3. Second in 100 meters race
4. First in Running broad jump
5. First in 200 meters race
6. First in High Jump
7. First in Throwing discus
8. Second in Throwing the hammer
9. First in Putting the shot.

10. Second in Musical Cycle race.
II. Best Athlete of the Year.

2. Kulwant Singh:

I. First in 100 meters race
2. Second in 200 'meters race
3. Second in Throwing the discus
4. First in Throwing the hamrner

3. Fateh Singh :

1. Second in Hop Step & Jump
2. Second in Running Broad Jump
3. Second in High Jump

4. Moji Ram:

1. Second in Javelin Throw
2. Second in Putting the Shot

5. Randhir Singh:

I. First in Sack Race
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6. Nanak Chand:

1. First in Musical Cycle Race

7. Sushi! Ahuja & Yashpal Purang
& Chadhah & Sushi1Ahluwalia

1. First in Pillow fighting

8. Hamir Singh:

1. First in Javelin Throw

9, P.K. Chaudhry:

I. Second in Pole Vault

10. Sushi! Ahluwalia

1 Second in Sack Race

WOMEN'S EVETS

1. Indra Bhatia

1. First in Running Broad Jump
2. First in Chatti Race
3. Second in 50 meters race
4. Second in High Jump
5. Second in 100 meters race

2. Giani Mamtani

I. First in 50 meters race
2. First in High Jump
3. First in 100 meters race

4. Second in Running Broad Jump



3. Purshotma Kumari

1. Second in Putting the shot
2. Fitst in Musical chair race

4. Swarn Kukreja
1. First in Putting the shot

5. Sharda Malhotra
1. First in Slow cycling

6. Leela & Giani

1. First in Three legged race

7. Mira Ajwani
1. Second in Slow Cycling

8. Kanta Mehta
1. Second in Musical Chair race

9. Ushvendra & Ramanjit Kaur
1. Second in Three-legged race

10. Satya Vati
1. Second in Chatti Race

SERVENT'S EVENTS

II. Chaman Lal
1. First in 100 yards race

12. Tara Chand

I. Second in 100 yards race

STAFF EVENTS

13. Harish Chandra

1. First in Skipping the rope

14. Mrs. Thomas

1. Second in Skipping the rope

BADMINTON

Men's singles :

Winner Surrinder Nath
Runner up .. D.S. Chaudhry

Men's doubles :

Winners Surrinder Nath
& Hiro Hiranandani

Runners up Krishan Kapoor
& Narinder Nath

Chand

Mixed doubles:

Winners Randhir Singh
Miss Giani Mamtani

Runners up D.S Chaudhry
& Miss Satwant Kaur

Women doubles :

Winners Miss Leela
Haridas

& 11iss Satwant Kaur
Runners up Miss Ramanjit &

Miss Giani Mamtani
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